SECURITY AROUND THE HOUSE

In the special issue on „Security around the house“ we show how to make your home safer with smart products. In addition to tests of alarm systems, surveillance cameras, video door intercom systems and smoke detectors, we also provide an overview of which smart home system providers offer security components.

HOW CAN I MAKE MY HOUSE SAFE?

We present different options such as alarm systems, motion detectors, door/window sensors, IP cameras and some more.

Legal aspects: What do I need to consider for home surveillance and security

SMART HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS UNDER TEST

• What are the advantages of a smart alarm system?
• How safe is the smart home in case of emergency?
• Smart alarm systems under test
• Who fits best? - Overview of smart home providers with security starter packages

AROUND THE HOUSE

• Intelligent shutter control for more safety and comfort
• Smart access control: door locks with app control in test
• Video doorbells in comparison
• This is how electricity and WLAN get into the garden

HOME SECURITY

• Everything in view: IP cameras in the test
• Smart smoke detectors in comparison: How reliably do the individual models respond?
• Beware of water: Integrating intelligent water sensors into the smart home
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